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Multi-motor systems are strong coupled multiple-input–multiple-output systems with independent or mechanically

interconnected motors. The main objective in multi-motor drive control is to achieve synchronized operation of all motors

in the system. In this paper, multi-motor systems are classified in accordance with their control demands. The review of

recent research literature indicates that fuzzy algorithms are widely used in multi-motor control.
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1. Introduction

Multi-motor drives are an optimal solution for high-inertia and high-power drives, such as belt conveyors , as well as for

long continuous lines . In recent years, multi-motor drives have been increasingly implemented in electric vehicles 

and robot manipulators . Depending on drive application, control objectives are defined. Clearly, the control objectives

can considerably differ depending on drive application. For example, the main objective of drive control used in

continuous lines is the decoupled tracking of speed and tension. On the other hand, in electrical vehicles, the main goal of

drive control is speed control with torque distribution to ensure the stability of such a vehicle. The energy efficiency

improvement of the multi-motor system is also an important demand in industry and transport applications. The multi-

motor system’s energy efficiency improvement possibilities are presented in .

The development of a multi-motor system control begins with choosing the relationships between motor drive units and

determining the number and type of feedbacks and controllers, i.e., establishing the multi-motor control strategy. The next

step is development and implementation of control algorithms which will ensure the stability and desired behavior of the

system. The variety of control algorithms is developed for multi-motor system control, such as classic proportional-

integral-derivative (PID) control, optimal control, control methods based on artificial intelligence, etc. In the development of

new multi-motor control strategies, fuzzy logic control is widely used. It has been reported that the implementation of fuzzy

logic control gives encouraging results in real-time speed error compensation , drive efficiency increase , and in rather

simple and fast synchronizing rules.

The main goal of this paper is to provide a survey of multi-motor system control with emphasis on fuzzy logic control,

whilst taking into consideration different control objectives of different multi-motor systems. Section 2 examines the

categorization of multi-motor systems considering their demands and specific characteristics. In Section 3, an overview of

fuzzy logic algorithms used in multi-motor control is given with the analysis of different functionalities that fuzzy controllers

handle in multi-motor synchronization strategies. Finally, Section 4 presents the conclusion of presented research

analysis.

2. Multi-Motor Systems Classification

In Reference , multi-motor systems are divided into two major categories: systems with independent motors and

systems with mechanically interconnected motors. In the literature, the term multi-motor system usually corresponds to

systems with interconnected motors. Typically, each mechanical section of such a system is driven by a fully controlled

drive unit, and all these drives are electronically synchronized through the master reference command . A drive unit

usually consists of a frequency converter and a motor, whereas the master reference command is generated in the master

programmable logic controller (PLC).

Multi-motor systems are complex, often with nonlinear behavior that cannot be neglected. In addition, coordinated

performance of all multi-motor system parts is affected by various external factors . This yields a need for the

development of fast and reliable multi-motor synchronization techniques. The proper synchronization technique depends

on multi-motor system objectives and demands. Based on the objectives stated in the reviewed literature, the multi-motor
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systems with interconnected motors can be divided into three categories: continuous lines, robotic manipulators and

electrical vehicles. The overview of objectives for these categories is presented in Table 1. These categories will be

described in this section in detail.

Table 1. Multi-motor system control objectives.

Multi-Motor System
Type

Equal
Speed
for All
Motors

Equal
Torque/Tension

for All Motors

Torque
Distribution

High
Precision of
Positioning

Adjustable
Acceleration/

Deceleration
Rates

Preset
Motion
Path

Continuous lines + + − − + +

Robotic manipulators − − + + + +

Electrical vehicles − − + + + −

Some multi-motor systems have very specific demands and cannot be placed in the mentioned categories. Examples of

such systems are the cutterhead driving system of shield machines  and vibration systems . For the cutterhead

driving system of shield machines, it is very important to achieve an equal speed and equal torque of all motors, otherwise

some motors may be overloaded. Vibration systems have multiple vibration exciters for which speed and phase

synchronization must be ensured.

Some complex systems incorporate multi-motor subsystems of different categories. An example of such a system is

gantry cranes. The first subsystem is the hoist for raising and lowering the cargo. The second is the trolley for positioning

the hoist, and the third is a gantry for driving the gantry crane through the working area. The most important feature for

maintaining the stability of gantry cranes is load torque distribution. The load torque distribution techniques applicable on

gantry crane systems are categorized and described in Reference .

2.1. Multi-Motor Systems in Continuous Lines

Continuous lines can be modeled as nonlinear multiple-input–multiple-output (MIMO) systems with a strong mutual effect

between the individual input and state quantities . The mechanical interconnections between motor shafts are

characterized by effects of elasticity, friction and backslash. The two-motor drive system model considering these effects

is given in References  . The control goals for continuous lines are summarized in Reference  as follows:

decoupled control of tension and speed values, invariance against additive disturbances, robustness against changes of

important line parameters, dynamic responses of controlled variables without any overshoots, and stability of the

controlled system. According to Reference , the main objective in the regulation of such systems is to ensure that the

belt or processed material’s velocity is as high as possible, while controlling its tension over the entire production line.

Examples of continuous line systems are web winding systems and conveyor belts. If the control of a web winding system

is not properly synchronized, then damaging, breaking and folding of material will occur . In the case of conveyor belts,

the lack of system synchronization may lead to spillage of the material over the belt or nonsymmetrical distribution of the

material across the profile of the belt .

Another example of continuous lines is filling systems in the food packaging industry. According to Reference , the

specific problems occur in the case of filling thick sauces and sticky food because of sudden load changes at the filling

motor. These abrupt load changes lead to large synchronization errors in the multi-motor system.

2.2. Multi-Motor Systems in Robotic Manipulators

Robotic manipulators are another type of multi-motor systems . In this type of multi-motor systems, the main goals are

to ensure the precision of tool positioning, the precise amount of force acting on a processed object, and coordinated

movement according to the reference path defined by inverse kinematics in the dynamical state. As stated in Reference

, at present, robot manipulators are still built with weak anti-interference ability, i.e., it is still hard for robots to interact

dynamically with their environment, which, in most cases, must be controlled . To improve robot manipulator
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performance, the authors of  point out the importance of studying multi-motor coordinated technology. In this multi-motor

system category, all other machines with synchronized multi-axis positioning tasks, such as machines for complex parts

manufacturing, can be incorporated.

2.3. Multi-Motor Systems in Electrical Vehicles

In recent years, electrical vehicles have been developed with multi-motor drives. In this type of multi-motor drive, the most

important objective is to maintain stability of the vehicle. To achieve stability of the vehicle, the driving torque and motor

speeds must be properly distributed in every operation point (e.g., acceleration, deceleration, and vehicle turning

left/right). According to Reference , the two-side motor-independent drive is the most widely used transmission scheme,

and the synchronization and coordination control problem is a key problem in the research and development of this kind of

vehicle. The authors of Reference  point out another feature necessary for the reliability of electrical vehicles: the

electrical vehicle must be a fault-tolerant system, i.e., in the case of one drive unit failure, the stability of the system must

be maintained with the rest of the drive units. This being the case, the authors propose a fault-tolerant controller based on

sliding mode techniques. Further bibliographic review and study of fault-tolerant diagnosis and control systems for multi-

motor electric vehicles can be found in Reference . The implementation of the electrical vehicle drive control algorithm

with torque distribution on an FPGA platform is described in Reference . In Reference , a new type of braking power

distribution for distribution-driven electrical vehicles is introduced. The road state and condition estimation as well as the

relationship between the tire and road surface are described and considered in slip controller design.

3. Fuzzy Algorithms in Multi-Motor System Control

As discussed in Section 2, multi-motor systems are strongly coupled nonlinear MIMO systems. These systems are

complex and hard to model considering all nonlinearities and mechanical coupling effects. In addition, many uncertainties

caused by external conditions (wind gusts and unpredictable road conditions for electrical vehicles, material thickness and

spacing on the conveyor belts for continuous lines, etc.) can affect the operating conditions of individual motors in the

system. This being the case, fuzzy algorithms are convenient for implementation in multi-motor system control because of

the following two advantages: the fuzzy algorithm is based on defining states similar to narrative expression of

experience, and the needed knowledge of controlled technology is minimal. This means that nonlinear input/output

relationships can be expressed by a set of qualitative “if–then” rules . Further on, as pointed out in Reference , fuzzy

control can be used to distinguish different types of disturbances to different fuzzy areas during operation and, thus,

improve the coordination of the multi-motor operation. Two different fuzzy inference systems exist, namely, the Mamdani

and the Takagi–Sugeno inference systems. The Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy rule base uses linear functions of inputs to predict

the output, whereas the Mamdani inference system determines outputs through fuzzy sub-sets . A detailed review of

Mamdani inference systems is given in Reference , and in Reference  Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy modeling is described.

In research papers dealing with multi-motor control, there are several different functionalities of fuzzy logic control

reported. The fuzzy algorithms are used for modelling nonlinear coupling effects between individual drives in the system;

for speed control of individual motors; and as compensators used in the ring coupling control strategy, the relative

coupling strategy, the adjacent tracking strategy or coordinators if the coordinated control strategy is used. The fuzzy-

based model of nonlinear coupling effects between individual drives in the continuous line system is developed in

Reference .

The theoretical background of fuzzy PID controllers can be found in Reference . Fuzzy controllers used as

compensators or for speed regulation usually have two inputs, error e and error change e =de/dt and one  or two

outputs . The authors mostly use three , five  or seven  membership functions for inputs. The

number of membership functions defined for output variables in most cases is the same as the number of membership

functions for input variables, but may be smaller  or larger  depending on application. For example, in Reference ,

there are seven membership functions for each input and thirteen membership functions for the output variable. For fuzzy

logic controllers used in multi-motor system control, to calculate the output scale value, the most often used methods are

the center of gravity and the weighted average. As stated in Reference , the center of gravity method is used with the

Mamdani model and weighted average in the Takagi–Sugeno model. The center of gravity defuzzification method for

continuous functions is given with the following equation :
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where denotes the output fuzzy set corresponding to the z-th error fuzzy set , the j-th fuzzy set of error change ,  denotes

the membership function of the output, and is the control output value. For discrete functions, the center of gravity method

is given with Equation (3) :

    

(2)

where  represents the sub-area of the total area A of output membership function distribution,  represents the centroid of

the sub-area, and n represents the number of the sub-area of A. The weighted average is defined as :

(3)

In Equation (4),  denotes the membership function,  represents the middle element of the i-th fuzzy set, and n represents

the number of output membership functions. It is important to note that the weighted average method can be used only

with symmetrical membership functions.

When designing a fuzzy controller, authors often encounter the problem of a large overshoot in the case of larger input

value changes. This problem can be solved by introducing a larger number of membership functions for a more detailed

description of the desired behavior of the controller. An example of this phenomenon is motor start-up. In this case, the

control error is big and positive, and the control error change is also big and positive, thus, the control output should be

big and positive. As the motor speed increases, the control error decreases. If the output remains the same, a large speed

overshoot will occur. This means that the control output should now be small and positive, or even negative, depending on

the control error change rate. However, it should be noted that the larger number of membership functions describing

behavior of input and output variables implies a larger number of fuzzy rules (typically, if the number of membership

functions for each variable is n, the number of rules equals n ) and a slower control algorithm. Another problem is the

time-consuming tuning of the fuzzy controller. These two problems can be solved using artificial intelligence algorithms,

such as neural networks , immune control , particle swarm optimization or simulated annealing  for tuning the

fuzzy controller.

3.1. Fuzzy Speed Controllers for Individual Motors of Multi-Motor System

The fuzzy PID algorithm for control of the slave motor speed in the two-motor system is reported in Reference . The

chosen synchronization strategy for the two-motor system is master–slave. A similar adaptive fuzzy PID controller is

developed in Reference  for the three-motor system. According to the authors, such a controller enables fast tracking

and disturbance elimination. In Reference , a genetic algorithm is used to adjust the rules and membership functions of

speed fuzzy PID controllers implemented in the digital signal processor (DSP) for control of a multi-fingered robot

manipulator.

In Reference , the authors propose variable universe fuzzy PI speed controllers for permanent magnet synchronous

motors of a multi-motor system. The main goal of introducing the variable universe interpolation is to enable a change in

fuzzy rules without increasing the rule number. In this way, if the controlled object (a motor with an operating mechanism)

changes, the control quality of the existing controller can be easily improved.

In References , fuzzy logic rules are used to adjust the coefficients of the extended state observer (ESO) to

improve the speed control of each drive. The ESO is introduced in control schemes to observe multi-motor system states

and lumped disturbances, including nonlinearities and uncertainties. In this way, fuzzy active disturbance rejection control

is achieved, which enables disturbance estimation and compensation of a multi-motor system.

Nonlinear fuzzy immune control is implemented in Reference . The presented experimental results show that the multi-

motor control strategy with such speed controllers enables decoupling of speed and tension tracking.

3.2. Fuzzy Speed Controllers

In Reference , the authors developed a fuzzy coordinator of a multi-motor system. The coordinated controller is tuned to

quickly compensate the speed error of a motor with the largest relative error while preserving the stability of the whole

system.
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In Reference , the authors introduced a fuzzy technique proposed by Takagi–Sugeno–Kang to eliminate the chattering

phenomenon which occurs in the two-motor drive system with an adaptive sliding mode controller used to obtain tracking

effectiveness. The fuzzy algorithm is used to adjust the coefficient of the sliding mode controller.

The authors in Reference  introduce robust fuzzy PID controllers of the three-motor system using Simulated Annealing

Optimization (SAO). The SAO algorithm is introduced to reduce strong coupling influences between drive units. The

proposed method is tested in MATLAB/Simulink simulation of a three-motor system of a belt–pulley. The theoretical

background of fuzzy algorithm systems with reduced parametric sensitivity based on simulated annealing optimization can

be found in Reference .

3.3. Fuzzy Compensators Used in Multi-Motor Systems

In Reference , the authors reported practical implementation of fuzzy logic control based on Mamdani’s reasoning

methods to achieve the variable acceleration and deceleration of an excavator–conveyor–spreader system on an open-pit

mine. Fuzzy logic control was introduced to calculate the acceleration and deceleration rate for a single belt conveyor

motor of a drive based on the speed of the previous belt conveyor motor, cross-section of incoming material and the drive

torque. The master PLC generates the reference speed which is the input for a classical PI controller that generates the

torque reference for the direct torque control. The fuzzy algorithm used in Reference  is explained in detail in Reference

. In the paper, the relative coupling synchronization strategy is used. The energy efficiency improvement with the newly

proposed fuzzy logic controller is experimentally proved. In Reference , a combination of particle swarm optimization

and fuzzy control was applied in coordinated control of an automated guided vehicle. It is concluded that the proposed

control ensures stable operation of such a vehicle with a faster response to disturbances.

The authors in Reference  introduced fuzzy compensators in the cross-coupled ring strategy. The fuzzy algorithm is

implemented to change the control parameters of the motor speed controllers in real time based on the speed errors of

two adjacent motors. The proposed control quality is tested in semi-physical simulation of a four-motor system with the

MATLAB/Simulink and the RT-LAB real-time simulation platform. The results show that fuzzy control improves the tracking

performance of a multi-motor system.

4. Conclusion

In recent years, the multi-motor systems have been increasingly developed and implemented for industry applications and

electrical vehicles. The first step to ensure fast and precise operation of a system prone to disturbances as well as the

stability of such a system is to state all of its control demands and objectives. Then, an appropriate synchronization

strategy and control methods can be chosen. Due to its nonlinear behavior and the complexity of the system, the control

rules are difficult to obtain analytically. Besides, to achieve fast dynamics in reference tracking and disturbance

compensation, additional control delay should be avoided. This leads to the conclusion that the control algorithms used in

multi-motor system control should be as simple as possible. The control method that fulfills all stated demands is fuzzy

logic control. The literature overview presented in this paper shows that the fuzzy logic control algorithms for multi-motor

control and synchronization are being increasingly developed. Moreover, successful implementation of fuzzy logic

algorithms as speed controllers, compensators and coordinators for multi-motor systems is reported.
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